General Ideology
Stimulated Chererlkov Radiation of plasma waves represents a type of radiative instability of the plasma-beam system and current driven plasma. If the system is near the threshold of instability then the coherent practically monochro~rlatic plasma waves are created, whereas when the system is sigtlificantly above the threshold then the wide-band and chaotic radiation is excited.
Bellow the results of theoretical, numerical and experimental investigatio~ls of stitllulated Cherenkov radiation of the dense electron streams in a bounded magnetized plas~na carried on in GPI are presented. It will be considered two examples: stimulated radiation of microwaves by Relativistic Electron Beams (REB) in a bounded plasnla and stimulated radiation of ion-sound waves in a current driven plasma. a) Stimulated radiation of microwaves by REB in a bounded plasma is a basic phenomenon for the relativistic plasrlla electronics, for the high power plasma sources of coherent microwave radiation. Just in this case the instability near the threshold occurs to be long wave length and therefore the practically monochronlatic and coherent waves excitation with high efficiency of radiation takes place. However if the beam-plasma system is significantly above the threshold then the spectrum of excited waves becomes wide-band, the electric field of plasma oscillatio~is occurs to be almost potential and the output radiation quickly decreases. In this case one can say that the Langmuir turbulence is excited in a plasma.
b) Stimulated radiatiou of ion-sound waves in a current driven non isothermal plasma is caused by the motion of hot electrons through the cold ions. This phenomenon is well-known also as ion-sound instability of a current driven plasrrla and it is very important for thermonuclear devices. This instability, i11 contrary to the considered above, near the threshold occurs to be short wave length. Therefore even near the threshold excitation of sufficiently wide-bancl and chaotic oscillations takes place, or in other words the ion-sound instability of current driven plasrlla in all cases is acco~rlpanied by developing of a turbulence.
Stimulated Cherenkov Radiation of HighFrequency Waves. Langmuir Turbulence
The plieno~nenon was investigated in a concrete experime~ltal device TEREK-I1 [I] T h e two solid curves in the T h e nolili~iear theory is niai~lly based on t h e numerical simulations. We used t h e 3D*3D KARAT code [2] for solving t h e Maxwell-Vlasov equations. Bellow we will give only tlie results.
In t h e Fig In the Fig.4 t h e dependelice of ra- All experimental measuremerit were carried on the device TEREK-I1 [I] .
There were measured: plasma dellsity dependence of the radiation power (measured by a calorimeter, Fig.6 , Ia/I,, E 3); plasrna density dependence of the radiation power for dif- n,, cm" 
Low-frequency turbulence
T h e experiments in tlie lowfrequency range of plasma waves (ionsoulid turbulence) were carried out in model linear device TAU-1 [4] . The plasnla was produced by the electron beam ( ( I b = -50V --150V, Ib = 50 -lSOn~,4). We used argon as a working gas at pressure of 3 * 10-4t07.~., the intensity of the magnetic field was H = 0.4 -0.6T. Plasma density 011 the axis
We used tlie probe technique to measure the main plasma parameters and the low-frequency fli.~ctuatio~is of plasma density. Fluctuation signals were a~ialyzecl by different numerical metliods of spectral estimations. We calculated statistical moments of signals, theirs probability distributions, a~icl time ant1 space correlatio~i functions to provide i~ifor~nation necessary for this analysis. The frequency spectra were obtained by usilig a fast Fourier transform ( F F T ) routit~e with the prelirninary choice of appropriate windows. T h e niaxilnunl entropy method was used t o test results obtained with F F T . We calculated bicoherence fu~iction t o stucly three-wave coupling i11 investigated turbulence. T h e linlitatiori of these methods is clue to the turbulent character of t h e probe signal. Thus the additional s~nootliing and averaging of the o r~t p u t d a t a is necessary t o get statistically steady result. Two types of plas~lia low-frecluency wave spectra were observed in the experiment. T h e first spectrum was the discrete frequency spectrum of drift ionsouncl waves in frequency range of 20 -1 0 0 k H z . These waves were excitecl by the drift instability in the region of the lateral plasnia gradient [5] . The turbulent ion-sound waves (w,) with the continuunl spectrum extended up t o the ion langniuir freque~icy ( w~, ) were excited by the ion-sound instability driven by the current [6] . This article is devoted t o the i~lvestigation of the complete structure of ion-sound turbulence. T h e auto-correlation coefficient of the ion-sound signal hacl tlie longliving "tail" up to 15-20%. Two different auto-correlation times values were calculated: "short t i~n e " niatches several periods of oscillations. and "long time" is about 100 periods of oscillations. Then t h e auto-correlation coefficient was calci.11ated by means of re3-versed Wiener-E;hinchin transfor~ll roiltine with the preliminary superpositio~i of the spectra. This averaged coefficient value exceeds t h e value of the coefficient determined from the olie-tirne realizatio~l ( Fig.S(a) ). For comparison, averaged auto-correlatio11 coefficient of t h e numerical random signal is show11 in Fig.S(b) . T h e increase in the coefficient value is presurrlably due to long-living conipone~lts i11 the ion-sound turbulent signal. T h e statistically steady spectrum includes several quasi-regular harnlonics and background noise. These spectra were calculated earlier by differ- When the signal can be representetl as a superposition of the plane waves , then the two power spectra P l + a i . l (~) and Pl,l(u?) (where Pl+Ar.r(ro) is the spectral density found fro111 cross-correlation furiction: and Pi,l(w) -is tlie spectral clel~sity fourlcl fro111 auto-correlation function ) coiricide, i.e. Pl+~l,l(w) = Pl,l(ro). However the power spectra shown in Fig. 10 are different. This differ~nce points out that the low-frecl~~ency signal ill our experiment cannot be represented as superpositio~i of plane waves.
T h e distribution of the averaged (20 realizations) phase over frequency harmonics i11 the ion-sound spectrl.un is shown in Fig.1 I . This tlistributio~i is co~npletely occasional, that confirms the turbulent cllaracter of ioll-soulicl oscillations, excitecl in t h e current driven plasma.
We analyzed the probability distribution fu~lction ( P D F ) of the io11-sou~ld turbulence. T h e cilrtseys of ion-sound P D F was E > :3 in the presence of drift regular ~nodes, and it was E < 3 in the absence of drift. Two histograms shown in Fig.1'2 illustrate this result (a,bwith and without drift, respectively). T h e third curve (c) is drawn for the gaussian probability distribution with E = 3. In the absence of drift, the t o t h e P D F of noise. In the presence of drift, the P D F points to more organized state. T h e possible relation of the ions o u~i d turbulence with drift vortexes is discussed in [8] .
We may conclude that this turbulence is the stro~ig low-frequency turbulence. This turbulence is mixed with long-living quasi-linear signal of nonlinear nature. This strong ion-sound turbule~ice is excited due to the io11-sound current instability. In the experiment the currelit value exceeds the current threshold of ion-sound instability. In this case, the ion-sound turbulence occurs a t all frequencies over the ion-sound spectrum. When the growth of ion-sound instability occurs near the threshold, orlly several harmonics are excited with frequencies close t o wL; .
Three-wave processes give rise to lowfrecluerlcy waves filling stationary spectra of weak ion-sound turbulence with other frequencies.
The use of bispectral a~lalysis allows one t o cliscriniinate between waves sponta~~eously excited by t h e plasma and those generated by the fornier waves by the non-linear coupling [9] .
. arb.
Typical bicoherence spectra and integrated bicoherence are represented in Fig.l:3(a,b) . Only 1% of total power at frequency was coupled through threewave interactions. We conclude, that the waves harmonics of he strong ionsound turbulence were excited spontaneously all over the io~l-sound spectru111.
